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College Mathematics Program 
Overview 
College mathematics programme is specially designed for students who aspire to study higher 

in mathematics and the MAIN GOAL is to make them prepared for GRE and various all india 

competitive exams for MSc(TIFR, NBHM, IIT, IISC, ISI, CMI, IISER’s exams are in order of their 

tentative dates  etc)  . This program is available in the online platform of Cheenta. 

Scope 
The College Mathematics emphasizes on critical 
thinking instead of dull methods of memorizing 
theorems. It brings to forefront ‘the ability to 
think beyond’. We work on these broad topics: 

Linear Algebra  
Abstract Algebra 

Real Analysis + Point Set Topology 
ODE and Complex analysis  
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Linear Algebra 
 
 Intro : In order to have a good grip in undergraduate math Linear Algebra is most 
essential.It is a subject of studying spaces and making a relation among them. Now for 
a start or out of curiosity mathematicians have always strived to single out similar 
objects and in linear algebra you both have the tools and knowledge to do that.  

Syllabus : Vector Space, Basis, Dimension, rank, nullity and nullspace, Linear 
Transformation, representation in Matrix, operators, rank nullity theorem, Eigenvalue 
and eigenvectors, Diagonalization, generalized eigenvectors and Canonical forms. If 
time permits to be extended till inner product space and Spectral theorem  

Abstract Algebra 
 
 Intro :This section is mainly distributed in three portions Groups, Rings and Fields. All 
the topics includes interesting visualizations in an abstract mathematical manner like 
“Can you trisect an angle with a ruler and compass” (Of course you are given a pencil 
also). This type of problems requires nothing more than imagination. In this section, we 
deal with such questions and techniques. 

Syllabus :    Written Below: 
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 Groups Groups, Subgroups, Abelian and Cyclic groups,Cosets, Lagrange’s 
theorem, Normal Subgroup and Quotient group, Homomorphisms, Isomorphisms, 
Permutation Groups another counting principle, Direct Products and intro to finite 
abelian group. 

Rings : Rings, Subrings, Ideals, Homomorphisms and Isomorphisms, Polynomial Rings 
and Irreducibility, Euclidean Principal Ideal and Unique Factorization Domain. 

Fields: Field and Field Extensions, Rullar Compass constructions and Insight to Galois 
Theory. 

 

Real Analysis and Point Set Topology 
 
 Intro :Perhaps the most important section in undergraduate course is Point Set 
topology and Real Analysis. Real Analysis starts where you left your basic calculus 
course in 10+2 level and it gets into another dimension when we talk about its topology. 
For an instance [0,1] this is a closed interval, which you quite surely know but given 
suitable topology on the space it might turn out to be open. Or considering how a piece 
of rectangular paper and a doughnut is related!!! 

It is extremely important to appreciate the role that nature-inquiries in knowledge 
creation. In this section, we deal with such problems and analysis. 
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ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) 
 
 Intro A certain amount of computation ability is necessary for exploring higher 
mathematics and ODE just gives you the taste of that. If you are into the applied portion 
of mathematics and as you have done physics in 10+2 level there’s no way you don’t 
understand the importance. But here we will go much higher than that and solving some 
typical problem helps to give us a good view in some natural causes  

Complex Analysis. 

The moment we found that there are numbers that are beyond real numbers we were 
introduced to Complex numbers. In this course we go a bit beyond that and have a 
proper clear view of not only numbers but also functions and their geometric aspects 
and views.  

Syllabus: Complex numbers and their polar representations, Sequence and Series, 
Continuity, Analytic Function and Power series, Complex Integration. 

 

 

 

 


